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THE POST-GRAD COMMUNITY

Post-Grad Community is a programme which provides 
access to cross-college and cross-disciplinary 
opportunities, events and networking for postgraduate 
taught and research students at UAL.

Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic and UAL 
temporarily closing its buildings, the team has had to cancel 
all planned physical activity and we are now 100% online 
collaborating with our students remotely until further notice.

Walls in Online Places is an online exhibition programme for 
UAL postgrads to share their work whilst in isolation and 
practicing social distancing.

The exhibition was inspired by Hans Ulrich Obrist’s 
article ‘The Kitchen Show’ for Paris Review in 2014. It 
describes how Obrist went about curating an exhibition in 
his kitchen and the alternative ways in which artists made 
and installed work in a non-gallery setting.
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BOBBIE SEAGROATT

These oil on paper paintings were made not long after the lockdown. It took a week to get my studio sorted 
out, and in the meantime, the Corona virus pandemic was all I could hear about on the news.  But then I 
remembered that a ‘corona’ was also something beautiful, unique and fleeting - the halo of light seen during 
a solar eclipse, the opposite description of the virus causing havoc around the world.  

So, I thought I’d make something positive out of the chaos. 

I found it incredibly hard to restart my painting, as there had been such a huge disruption of everything I was 
enjoying / planning / researching, but I realised that the circular motif of the ‘Corona’ images was directly re-
lated to the work I’d been doing immediately prior, so it had relevance.  

It’s still hard going, and I haven’t done else much due to depression seeping up through the floorboards. 

MA Painting, Camberwell College of Arts

CUNY CHARLOTTE

When I encountered the work “Zofia Stryjenska” from Paulina Olowska, I thought about creating paintings of 
different rooms in a home: kitchen, living-room,… and to hang those paintings in the middle of these rooms. 

Being an artist is a process that takes 100% of our time and energy: we make, think and dream about art. 
Now that we are confined, why not using our homes as galleries to reflect its immersive nature? 

Indeed, the context where it is done has an impact on it: invading me in my bed, taking a shower or in my 
kitchen. 

It also reflects on nature itself as we are partly cut from it: our relation to it, of art and nature and of our own 
nature. 

Everyday objects, nature or a self-portrait are subjects of a testimony of now.

MA Fine Art, Central Saint Martins

‘Corona is Not Just a Virus #1 & #2’

bobbieseagroatt.com
@bobbieseagroatt

‘Homecube’

Link to article
charlottecuny.com
@cunycharlotte

https://www.bobbieseagroatt.com/
https://www.instagram.com/bobbieseagroatt/
https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/homecube
https://charlottecuny.wixsite.com/peinture
https://www.instagram.com/cunycharlotte/


CLAIRE MICHEL
MFA Fine Art, Wimbledon College of Arts
The video I created during the lockdown depicts a morbid satire and explores the themes of animal cruelty, 
human violence and repressed memories. 

Octopuses have three hearts and eight mini-brains in each tentacle on top of their actual brain. They also 
have consciousness. 

For that reason, I thought it was interesting to stage a dead octopus during a therapy session, lying on a 
sofa. The content is dark, passing through the various phases of acceptance, Stockholm Syndrome, guilt, re-
vulsion and eventually liberty. 

The narration gives the video a surreal dimension. It also reinforces the tell of a fable. It approximates a state 
of trauma and calls upon different emotions, such as sadness, angriness, and revenge. I want to highlight 
how psychoanalysis understands psychological traumas. 

During the session, the octopus encounters the uncanny, where situations that were long gone and forgotten 
are triggered by the therapist’s analysis

‘Brains in Murky Water’
(film)

Link to video
@water_couleur

EVE KUNNA
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
My work is intended to create an idealized vision of an infinite teenagerhood. I am obsessed with the con-
cept of a “mass identification” with images. Presently I am interested in the imagery used by brands such 
as Ralph Lauren and Abercrombie & Fitch combining them with the sense of an endless summer. I think this 
comes from my wish during this period of time to be outside and to do what I would normally do this time of 
year. 

This drawing was inspired by my endless listens to the original Miami Vice soundtrack. At the time my 
anxiety has been bad and it has been a good focus for me to work like this. 

‘poolside convo about your 
summer last night’ 

eboys.ac.uk

http://‘Brains in Murky Water’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLZHhpuACBk&t=27s
https://www.instagram.com/water_couleur/
http://www.eboys.myblog.arts.ac.uk


JASON BARTHOLOMEW HALL
MA Applied Imagination, Central Saint Martins
This piece was inspired by boredom. I have been self-isolating away from my parents because my father had 
gone out and taken the dogs through the town centre. This horrified me and I chose to self-isolate more as 
a protest then as a health concern. So, this piece here really does represent me languishing in my bedroom 
struggling for ideas. After a while of playing with my glasses and the lampshade I began to see the reflection 
in the lenses and started to manipulate the images I was saying in the glasses. 

There is no deep and meaningful intention to this piece it is merely an expression of one’s need to find 
amusement whilst in lockdown. 

KATARZYNA DEBSKA
MA Performance Design and Practice (alumni), Central Saint Martins
I’m sending you a photo which is a documentations from the first days of ou quarantine period in Poland. 
Here, we went to a little house in the middle of a forest, just next to Dluzek lake and took the challenge to live 
a more “minimal life”. 

Whatever, it seemed to be pretentious a few months ago, now it is our our reality:

How can we reduce our day portions? 
How can we try think our everyday needs “reasonably”? 
To not waste the food we are buying or getting? 
To be more in harmony with nature?
Eating more simply?
Buying less?
reflecting on reducing our needs?

We are paying more attention to the simple activities - 
such as peeling potatoes and share silence during this basic activity.

The photo is a composition made just before we started to cook - 
each of us had the same amount of potatoes to be peeled, we cooked together. 
Potatoes which are related to one of the cheapest types of food in Poland.

‘untitled’
(short film)

Link to video

‘Minimal Life’

@katarzynastefaniadebska

http://‘Brains in Murky Water’
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSsxWjgREVLCdTB1oFVgEGQ
https://www.instagram.com/katarzynastefaniadebska/


GAYLE EBOSE
MA Fine Art Painting, Camberwell College of Arts
“It’s going well, just that I’m not being as active as I was before, so I feel like baby is not coming anytime 
soon. Trying to get a bit more active by bouncing on my ball. My sleep pattern is all messed up but maybe 
that’s a good thing...” 

That was Glo when I checked in on her asking how pregnancy was going during this time of quarantine, “It’s 
going well”. What a response. Beautiful, quiet and attached with honesty. She has always had a calm aura 
about her, but the baby inside her bought a different kind of radiance; she glows.

A kind play on words for such a time as this. Due date imminent, the human inside her kicking and wiggling, 
every reason to fuss and complain due to confinement and yet a calm. This is the premise of which most of 
my work unfolds.

I am interested in finding the divine within the mundane. This is a living room space; she has her exercise ball 
in the corner of her room and is sitting on a leather box in the centre, she is in the environment of the 
ordinary. This is also now her living space. Beyond the walls are uncertainties and disease. How will she raise 
a child in such a climate as this? And yet in this space of questioning, she finds resolve. She is ‘present’ a 
word I use to describe a subject who is totally engaged and in ownership of her space and story. 

And this is her story; peace within chaos, expectancy surrounded by stillness, the divine with the mundane. 
It is as if the earth has stopped spinning when really, it is everything within her mind and soul which she 
brought together to a halt, a surrounding to the sovereignty of God; it’s a miracle.

I look for moments such as these when painting portraits. I am interested in how God seems to hold together 
everything, even the fragile moments of life. What a time to tap into this method of working within my 
practise even more so with this lockdown in hand?

‘Glo(w) in Isolation’

Link to article
@uwailaaa

My work is about meditative storytelling. Creating for me is a process of meditation, it is a spiritual process. 
My enquiry is on how to ease the process of connecting to my true self and to become liberated from the 
controlling mind. I explore space and the accidental nature of the narrative, random narratives which often 
emerge from my abstract application of colour or random rearrangement of objects.

Art making for me is a process of creating a story, which is both active and passive.

During art-making, I am always on the lookout for playfulness and humour. 

My characters, which eventually emerge could relate to real people from my life or imaginary. 
They are suggestive but not defined - on the bridge between figurative and abstract. 

LENA LEMANA
BA Fine Art Painting, Wimbledon College of Arts

‘Did I hear something’ 
(oil on canvas, 102 x 82 cm) 

‘Running into you’ 
(oil on canvas, 90 x 65 cm) 

lemanas.com
@lemAna.lena

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/garden-quarantine-installation/
https://www.instagram.com/uwailaaa/
http://www.lemanas.com
https://www.instagram.com/lemana.lena/


LIZZIE CARDOZO
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
“9 in isolation” garden sculpture talks about isolation and the current social distancing we are all 
experiencing. The human condition is embedded in this piece. The rocks and bricks are stand-ins for the 
body, they hold gravity, weight and are charged with their own history and time.  

They rocks rest on top of the glass pieces, which act as a protective layer between them and the grass floor 
they are compressing. This protective layer creates a barrier between elements and stops cross 
contamination. Moreover, the space between the rocks emphasises not only the space between the floor 
but also the space between one-another. The edges of the glass are never crossed, framing the bricks in an 
invisible prison. The glass pieces are double glazed; enforcing more protective layers between the bodies 
which lay on top and the world which lays beneath.  

The grid like framework could also be commenting on our existence in society, systems and the government. 
This is an ongoing piece, as the days pass during this isolation period the rocks will block the sunlight 
reaching the grass and in turn the grass will change colour due to its deprivation of light. This process may 
be emulating the long journey society has ahead once this phase is over and hopefully the grass will be 
green again soon. 

MICHELLE HANKS
PhD Student, London College of Fashion
I am a knitter. I am also a PhD candidate at London College of Fashion, and my research looks at how 
domestic handknitting can mitigate some of the perceived effects of digital mediated communications, or is 
equally influenced by it, especially in the areas of identity and performance, wellbeing, and connection. 

I have used knitting as a methodology to interpret responses to interviews with knitters, synthesising them 
with my textual research into the psycho-social effects of digital communication and social media.
The process of making a body of knitted work has been a way of testing the concepts produced, using 
knitting as a media to explore itself. 

9 in isolation - Digging 
Deep, Finding your Roots 
and Creating in Quarantine. 
(Made with found objects in 
the garden. 
Materials: double glazed 
glass, bricks and rocks.)

Link to article
@lizzie.cardozo.09

‘4898 Likes’ (made up of 
4898 separated knitting 
stitches.)

‘Knitter vs. Twitter’ (knitted 
twitter moments, once a day 
for the whole of 2018.)

Link to article
@woollyhanks

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/garden-quarantine-installation/
https://www.instagram.com/lizzie.cardozo.09/
https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/knitting-in-days-like-these
https://www.instagram.com/woollyhanks/


MINJU SONG
MA Graphic Design and Communication, Central Saint Martins
More communication than ever relies on digital devices today; however, is the way we interact through them  
enough to show our feeling? 

Or fulfill our desire for human warmth?
Do we get enough Touch from our daily interaction?

A grid sensor designed with only soft materials and integrated into a piece of clothing. 
By wearing it, I become a humanoid interpreting ‘touch language of hugs’ to hugdrawings. 
Through intimate interaction with this humanoid body embodying a vulnerable and sophisticated sense of 
touch, we explore how the experience of touch varies between human and machine, and also among 
humans.

[…] Touch is a sense of communication. It is receptive, expressive can communicate empathy.
It can bring distant objects and people into proximity. […]

From ‘The Senses of Touch: Haptics, Affects and Technologies’ (2007) by Mark Paterson

NEERAJA DHORDE
MA Graphic Design Communication, Camberwell College of Arts
I complete a month in isolation in my parent’s home which is 100% self sustainable. It has rather been a roller 
coaster journey here and I have been working on lots of mini projects which include the ones related to 
academics as well as a few self initiated projects. With the lockdown, I have been in the process of 
reinventing this house and how everything works out quite literally “in-house” without having to go outside 
(outside includes open skies, a river and farmlands till the last point of visible land).

We are in the middle of summers here (40°-45°!!) and this is the season for making and preserving snacks 
and lots of other food products which would last year long. This mini project of mine is a blend of my mom’s 
yearly ritual and designing the process documentation by me. 

This is the first time I have been involved completely with the traditional food making and preserving process 
that my mom carries out every summers. It was fascinating to me because these processes are sustainable, 
age old and smartly designed. 

‘Hugdrawing Project’

Link to article
@peachssong
@minju.proto

‘My Sustainable Home’

Link to article
@farmwaalee

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/hugdrawing-project
https://www.instagram.com/peachssong/
https://www.instagram.com/minju.proto/
https://issuu.com/ualpostgraduatecommunity/docs/neeraja
https://www.instagram.com/farmwaalee/


NICO PAZZAGLIA
MA Contemporary Photography, Central Saint Martins
This work explores the status of embodied subjectivity during lockdown and drawn from Feminist 
phenomenologists’ understanding of “lived gender” in terms “style”. Style is not considered a superficial 
matter, such as clothing or hairstyle; rather style is understood as a personal expressive gesture able to 
create a primary link between the individual biological and social world. 

If gender, according to feminist phenomenologists, “anchors one’s existence” its undoing is the self’s 
undoing.  In the video-performance the compulsory actions of dressing and undressing, of adding and 
removing multiple layers of clothing, depicts the attempt of anchoring one’s existence in a time in which the 
self, deprived of its “style” because of isolation, undergoes a process of undoing. 

The paradoxical outcome of these actions, in which layers and layers of clothing end up to almost paralyze 
the subject, speaks of the collapse of reason people witness in unexpected and unfamiliar times and wherein 
subjectivity is also forced to reshape itself with new meanings. 

RACHEL MOSS-HOGG
MA Fine Art Drawing, Camberwell College of Arts
In this short animation titled ‘Entrenched Resistance’ made by Rachel Hogg in 2020. The artist explores 
charcoal drawing and stop motion, a process inspired by South African artist William Kentridge and British
illustrator William Heath Robinson. The artist was drawn to the materials of charcoal because of its flexibility, 
easy manipulation, accessibility and the dynamic edge to black and white drawings. 

‘Entrenched resistance’ illustrates the pressures put on plants by climate change and human interference, 
highlighting their amazing ability to evolve and resist extinction. The artists fascination with plant evolution 
and seed dispersing techniques, led her to investigate the strengths and qualities of plants and the human 
relationship with plants through telling stories depicting plants as the protagonist.

‘In Style’

Link to article
YouTube video
@niko_pzaz

‘Entrenched Resistance’

Link to article
YouTube video
@rachelmosshogg

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/in-style
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhQuXAvvl6I
https://www.instagram.com/niko_pzaz/
https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/entrenched-resistance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtkcNFlKL2c
https://www.instagram.com/rachelmosshogg/


SAM WALTON
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
“Approximately two metres” contains photographs of objects from around my flat that combine to be two 
metres long, shot coldly and informationally to ape government advice publications and then appended with 
whimsical, bittersweet captions. 

The idea arose from seeing wobbly 2m-long chalk lines on park paths near where I live, and finding it difficult 
even then to visualise how long 2 metres really is. The purpose was to offer a sense of gentle absurdity to 
otherwise harshly absurd times, a sense of poignancy, and a sense of playfulness. The project continues.

RUOFAN SHI
MA Fine Art, Camberwell College of Arts
On 4th March 2020, 34 corona virus cases increased suddenly in UK. That day, I packed all my materials 
from the University studio and went back to my London flat, and made the decision to work from home.
After this decision, everything was getting so much more serious each day. My flat mate left, I stayed in my 
flat by myself for three weeks. Finally, I couldn’t stand the loneliness anymore. I found an expensive flight 
ticket back to China on 27 March and was very lucky to be almost the last group of people to get to fly back 
to China.

During self-quarantine in London, I painted two and half oil paintings. I changed the bulbs in the living room. 
The whole world feels like it is falling apart, I left everything behind, my clothes, my master degree, my future 
plans, my paintings, and I ran away like a refugee. I don’t know when I will be able to go back to UK again or 
at all.

‘untitled’

Link to article
shiruofan.com
@shiruofan_art

‘Approximately Two Metres –
a photographic guide to effective 
social distancing’

Link to publication
@samwalton.photography

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/leaving-everything-behind/
http://www.shiruofan.com
https://www.instagram.com/shiruofan_art/?hl=en
https://issuu.com/ualpostgraduatecommunity/docs/111
https://www.instagram.com/samwalton.photography/


TAYLOR PROVERBS
BA Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts
Whilst in isolation I often find myself thinking about places and things that I wished I had appreciated more 
when I wasn’t confined to my house. In my piece I have explored the two main things I am missing during the 
quarantine; choice and personal space. 

These three collages explore both themes in different way, from my longing for the beach to my new 
obsession with prawns. These pieces were created to bring joy to this difficult time and a reminder of how 
bright the world can still be. Here’s to sharing a single bed and finding eggless recipes for everything.

SARAH ARSENAULT
MA Fine Art Painting, Camberwell College of Arts
I am a collage painter that combines painting with collage and assemblage and would like to propose the 
following idea for your open call. Using what I have at home, which includes two 2-foot x 3-foot wood 
panels, various household material objects and art supplies, I would like to begin a diptych collage that I add 
to each day we remain in lockdown starting April 1st and document. 

I am interested in how the lockdown affects my visual expression and think collage is a perfect medium to 
explore that. What am I choosing to put in this work in the early stages of lockdown versus three or four 
months into it if that is the case. How is my creativity affected by restrictive movement and social interaction 
if at all and does the imagery change a lot from beginning to end? Is there a mood shift and if so what in the 
work reflects that? How does it compare to work before the pandemic?

Sarah will be taking over the Post-Grad Community Instagram at the end of May showing the day to day 
progression of a diptych collage during lockdown.

‘Erasure, 2020.’ 
(Acrylic and collage on canvas, 
H48 x W36 in.)
‘Emotional Response, 2020.’ 
(Eco-paint and collage on 
wood panel, H36 x W24 in.)

Link to article
sarahearsenault.com
@sarah3arsenault

‘Frosted Shreddies, Jam on 
Toast and Grapes?’

Link to publication
@taylorproverbs

https://www.instagram.com/ual_postgrad_community/?hl=en
https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/postgraduate-study/postgraduate-community/stories/an-emotional-response/
http://www.sarahearsenault.com
https://www.instagram.com/sarah3arsenault/?hl=en
https://issuu.com/ualpostgraduatecommunity/docs/e
https://www.instagram.com/taylorproverbs/


ZULA RABIKOWSKA
MA Documentary Photography (alumni), London College of Communication
Due to self-isolation to protect against the COVID-19 outbreak and closures of galleries and museums in 
the UK. I decided to channel my creativity and motivation into hosting a virtual online exhibition, which is 
showcasing my most recent documentary photography project, Ba Lan. 

This is a project about the Vietnamese diaspora in Poland, which I carried out in 2019. Ba Lan means 
“Poland” in Vietnamese and this project focuses on the Vietnamese diaspora in Warsaw. It seeks to 
understand how this community reconciles their identity in a country which believes that nationality is 
rooted in ethnic origin. 

Poland is a mono-ethnic country whose minority ethnic populations are seldom depicted by the media, 
and I drew on my experiences as a Polish immigrant the UK in my collaborative work with the Vietnamese 
community in Warsaw. Walls in Online Places is an online exhibition programme for UAL postgrads to 
share their work whilst in isolation and practicing social distancing.

‘How to exhibit your work 
during an international 
epidemic’

Link to article
www.zulara.co.uk
@zula.ra
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	Bobbie Seagroatt



